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It is our honour to serve as Co-Presidents for the 2021-
2023 biennium. We would like to thank everyone who 
took on the task of being on the Executive Board or on a 
Committee.  
We have decided to keep the theme “Communication and 
Membership” for this biennium. Communication through 
the website and newsletter is done by Edna Dach and co-

editors Alice Halvorsen and Heather Hill. As an analogue, we are proposing the creation of a Social Media 
Committee as an ad hoc committee. 
To address membership, we have created a Membership Committee that will be working with Chair Lesley 
McDevitt. 
We have taken the Leadership Training in Atlanta and are ready to start our work. The recordings of the 
two general sessions and all four individual training sessions (Presidents, Membership Chairs, Treasurers, 
and EEC Chairs) are available via the following link.  The link allows you to access a playlist that includes all 
sessions. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VoHR_ivO_zI&list=PLqsKf5cYj-q6OLovIRGPAUEKldQa2BeUh 
 
We attended the “online” 2021 International Conferences held in Portland, OR and San Antonio TX. 
We were delighted to attend the session: Unveiled Truth: Lessons I Learned Leading the International 
School of Kabul by Gail Goolsby, who was the 2020 DKG Educators Book Award winner. 
 
The 2021 Educators Book Award winner is Karen Gross. Her book is entitled: Trauma Doesn’t Stop at the 
School Door: Strategies and Solutions for Educators. It provides ideas to deal with trauma in various ways- 
including its impact and how to create a welcoming and safe environment for students. 
 
At the Leadership Training, President Becky Sadowski referenced the book: 
The Will to Govern Well: Knowledge, Trust, and Nimbleness by Glenn H. Tecker, Paul D. Meyer, Bud Crouch 
and Leigh Wintz 

Excerpt from Google: Any look inside an association reveals challenges that require change in governance 
systems. These challenges include shifts in the balance of power, in policy making, and in measures of 
success. Associations must understand increasingly complex member segments and need to be able to 
respond to specialized needs. Increased demands for tangible benefits and bottom-line measures mean 
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that associations need to think differently about how they create value for their members and how they 
measure success. The Will to Govern Well presents research into associations that have shifted from more 
traditional governance structures created with the intent to predict performance and replicate past 
successes to knowledge-based governance systems, which can more reliably function in a world 
characterized by rapid change. This book is about developing strategies for change in governance. It rejects 
the idea of wholesale revolution in favor of rapid evolution, which has the added benefit of decreasing 
resistance among members and stakeholders, who similarly reject such terms. 

The book presents three critical themes that have emerged as key to developing the will to govern well 
knowledge, trust, and nimbleness providing definitions and strategies for incorporating them into 
governance. This second edition updates the original edition with information and insights that have been 
gleaned in the 10 years since its first publication. Furthermore, it includes a whole new chapter on the 
intelligent association, providing an evolved process for associations that have been using knowledge-based 
governance so routinely it has become part of the fabric of their operation. Another new feature of this 
edition is an emerging theory about the value proposition of associations in the 21st century. 

Congratulations to the 2021 DKG International Achievement Award winner, Dr. Connie Hoag! 
 
An Orientation Session was held for the members of the DKG Alberta Executive Board and Committee 
members. It was wonderful to meet everyone and hear a summary of each position.  
 
Sheila has written an article for the next Collegial Exchange. She interviewed the World fellowship student 
in Calgary -  Isbel Lopetegui Gonzalez from Cuba. In Cuba, she obtained a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (2015), and a Master of Sciences in Biochemistry, with a focus in 
Immunology. She came to the University of Calgary in 2019 and is currently enrolled in a PhD program in Cell 
Biology.  
 
We hope to get invitations to your chapter meetings. If anyone wants to do a Zoom meeting with their 
committee members, just let us know and we will set it up for you. 
 
We look forward to an amazing year. Thank you everyone! 

 
We should regret our mistakes and learn from them, but never carry them forward 

into the future with us. 
 

Lucy Maud Montgomery  
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2021 International Virtual Conference Reports 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Grab the Reins and Let’s Get Going 
Lorna Berlinguette, Gamma Chapter 

 
 DKG International Executive Director, Nita 
Scott, spoke in a relaxed, friendly manner about a 
serious matter that had a lot of punch:  the future 
of DKG.  The title, Grab the Reins and Let’s Get 
Going, stemmed from her living on a ranch and 
loving horses.  The metaphor was excellent.  She 
loves DKG, and if we do as well, we can’t sit on 
our hands.  “It’s not survival of the fittest but of the 
whole herd.”  In 2029 DKG will be 100 years old.  
But our members are getting up there too.  Only 
8% of DKG members are under 46 years of age 
and only 2% are under 35.  Even if we aren’t math 
teachers, we can do the math.  Let’s be stewards.  
Let’s bring in women teachers, educational 
assistants, trainers, librarians, music teachers and 
pre-service teachers.  Let’s be creative and 
double our membership each year.  Starting now! 
 
 

Zoom Basics 
Anne Clifford, Alpha Chapter 

 
 Barbara Beardon, a Principal from 
California, presented a session enabling us to 
learn the basics of hosting a meeting using Zoom. 
We were shown some of the tools to run an 
effective virtual meeting.  We learned about: 

a) How to download and install Zoom. 
Other meeting participants must 
have Zoom installed ahead of time, 

b) How to join a meeting. To join a 
meeting, you can type the meeting 
link. 

c) How to share your screen. To start 
sharing your screen, click Share 
Screen.   

d) How to finish a meeting. The 
process for finishing up a meeting 
is slightly different for meeting 
participants and meeting leader. 

 
 

Building Belonging 
Martha Faulkner, Beta Chapter 

 
 Organizational psychologist, Wendy Gates 
Corbett, keynote address was titled: “Building 
Belonging”. She spoke of the critical notion of 
‘belonging’. She is a bi-racial person adopted by a 
white family of 3 boys and 2 parents. For 35 years 
she struggled with the question: Who do I belong 
with? She would not voice her opinion and made 
no contributions to group activities because she 
believed she was different and therefore, did not 
belong. She had essentially “outsourced” her 
sense of belonging. She needed others to validate 
her and her self-worth. She needed to “insource” 
her sense of belonging by reframing her self-talk 
to include questions of herself, such as: 

• What about me? This would allow her to 
accept herself and not be paralyzed by her 
thoughts of how other were judging her. 

• What do I think? This question 
emphasizes the importance of her opinion, 
her recommendations, her voice, and not 
focusing on what others may think. 

• What if I didn’t care what they think? The 
freedom of expression, thought and deed 
builds your self-worth. 
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Gates Corbett defines “belonging” as the sense of 
security and support 
that results from being accepted, included, and a 
part of something larger than ourselves.  
 
There are 3 pillars to building a sense of 
belonging: (1) feeling connected; (2) feeling 
respected; (3) feeling protected. It is critical to find 
the power not to rely on others to determine our 
sense of belonging. Gates Corbett advice is to get 
rid of those negative messages in your head; 
develop compassion for others; and build the 
strength of connection.  
 
 
 
 
 

Leadership and Communication 
Lesley McDevitt, Beta Chapter 

 
 Leadership and Communication go hand 
in hand. It matters what you say and how you say 
it. Tell people that they are worthy and remember, 
everyone’s voice needs to be heard. 
Teri stressed 5 points needed for effective 
leadership. 

• Leaders lead with Quality Communication. 
They build a climate that others want to be 
in. They inspire change and reflection. 
To build trust one must form relationships. 

• Leaders lead by Inspiring Others. Get to 
know your members and maximize their 
assets. Give them choice and encourage 
input. Inspired chapters are active, 
impactful, enthusiastic, interactive, fun and 
interested in recruiting new members and 
retaining present members. 

• Leaders lead by listening. Be an active 
listener. 

• Leaders lead by encouraging New leaders. 
Work with them and move forward to the 
future. 

• Leaders and Chapters need the 4 C’s—
Communication, Collaboration, Connection 
and Commitment to move Forward. 

 
 

DKGIEF 
Sheila MacKay, Alpha Chapter 

 
• The DKG Educational Foundation and the 

DKG Supporting Corporation merged in 
February 2020. This merger simplified 

operations. It developed a more solid 
structure for and clearer picture of the 
Foundation’s mission and purposes. The 
merger also provided a more streamlined 
way for members to engage in and 
contribute to the work of its Foundation. 

• The merger simplified both the internal 
processing and accounting of funds and 
the contribution process for members to 
funds that formerly were under the 
separate operation of the DKG Education 
Foundation and the DKG Supporting 
Corporation.  This simplification allows the 
DKG International Educators Foundation 
to focus on raising money for and 
managing the work of nine funds, both 
individually and collectively.  

• Carolyn Pittman, chair of the DKG 
Supporting Corporation and Dr Kay L. 
Clawson, chair of the DKG Educational 
Foundation signed the merger agreement 
between the two entities that created the 
new DKG International Educators 
Foundation. This spring Dr. Clawson, chair 
of the new DKGIEF succumbed to a very 
aggressive form of cancer. Vice Chair 
Merry Lewis from Arizona was elected to 
serve out Kay’s term as chair of the 
foundation. Directors also elected Carolyn 
Pittman to serve out Kay’s term as a 
director on the board of the foundation. 
The Directors of the DKGIEF are 
committed to following Dr. Clawson’s 
vision so clearly noted in our mission and 
our overarching goal: The DKG 
International Educators Foundation – To 
Educate the World.     

                                                                  

 

 
 

ISF: An Opportunity to Connect Globally 
Cynthia Moore, Beta Chapter 

 
 This summer, from the comforts of home, I 
attended the DKG 2021 International Conference 
in San Antonio, Texas. The virtual/hybrid format of 
the three-day conference was very well organized: 
informative, inspiring, and packed full every day. 
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The early mornings and late into the evenings felt 
just like face-to-face conferences, with the 
exception of sharing hugs, smiles, and stories with 
familiar friends and new ones. 
 
 I also had the opportunity to present an 
International Speakers Fund Committee breakout 
session – Keys to a Successful Virtual 
Presentation with Margarita Hanschmidt, Estonia, 
and Grace Rodriguez-Mesa, Panama. 
 
 “Have you not considered applying to be an ISF 
speaker due to your inability to travel? Now is the 
time to think about connecting globally in DKG, 
virtually. As well, hosting a virtual ISF speaker 
would allow you to offer members a personal or 
professional development opportunity at any time 
during the year!” 
 
 

 
Reflections on the 2021 Virtual Conference 

Debbie Johnston, Beta Chapter 
 
 The 2021 Virtual Conference from San 
Antonio, TX was a combination of key-note 
speakers, presentations, breakout sessions, 
luncheon and dinner speakers from the Portland 
Conference as well. I took in as much as I could 
but I have to admit that I feed off the energy of 
others so it is always more difficult for me to sit in 
front of a screen instead of attending in person.
     
This year’s conference in San Antonio was special 
to me as two of my Leadership Management 
Seminar sisters were the Regional Directors, 
Candi Martin and Dr. Debra LeBlanc. Many of my 
LMS sisters worked on the various committees, 
presented workshops, worked with the choir as 
well as sharing their musical talents.  Seeing all of 
their photos on Facebook and on the DKG app 
just reinforced what I always knew from working 
with them in Austin - they are incredible leaders 
who truly believe in DKG and willingly give of their 
time and their talents.  I was very impressed with 
all of the speakers I listened to and there was a 
good choice of breakout sessions for a virtual 
conference.  
 I can’t wait until year when we all gather in New 
Orleans! 
 
 
 
 
 

People Need Face-to Face 
 Betty Rose, Beta Chapter 

 
 Keynote speaker, Dr. Eva-Marie Kangro, is 
a practicing psychologist in Estonia who has spent 
years examining human behavior.  The opening to 
her presentation was calm and serene - a 
performance of artistic ballet and soft music.  Dr. 
Kangro revealed that music and ballet have been 
a passion since childhood. As an adult when she 
dances or plays music, she continually 
experiences the same feelings of sharing and 
connectivity she had as a child.  She remembers 
the encouragement and support of her parents 
and the people around her.  She understands the 
power of connections.  

 
People are social 
and need the 
closeness of face-
to-face 
relationships.  In 
2020 when the 
pandemic caused 
uncertainty and 
widespread stress 
among us, the 

people who avoided depression were those who 
created social connections, stayed connected and 
offered support to others. Many people believed 
that technology was the answer to staying 
connected because people could see each other 
on a computer. Dr. Kangro believes that in reality, 
it had almost an opposite effect.  According to Dr. 
Kangro, the screen disconnects people from 
nature, from themselves and from others.  
Whether introvert or extrovert, all people need to 
be cared for, valued and supported by others 
through face-to-face relationships.  Visits with 
family and friends, confiding in others and the 
influence of social relationships cannot be 
replaced by an internet connection. 
 Dr. Kangro offered several questions to 
think about: 

o What was an achievement or joy in your 
life that has happened, thanks to other 
people? Who would you like to thank? 

o Who has helped you reach your dreams? 
Who are you helping to reach theirs? 

o When did you last ask someone how they 
were doing . . . and truly mean it? 

o When did you last give a sincere 
compliment?  How do our compliments 
and acknowledgements of others support 
our connectivity? 
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The Best Pandemic Books 
Elaine Whitford Eta Chapter 

 
I enjoyed Dr. Donna Niday’s session of Books 
That Spoke to Me: The Best Pandemic Books.  
She shared books she had read during the 
pandemic, including some recommendations for 
children.  Here are her suggestions for adults, 
several of which I have read and enjoyed.  I would 
comment that she tends to choose books written 
by Americans. 
 
The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek by 
Kim Michelle Richardson is about a woman who 
travels in the hills of Kentucky to deliver books to 
people during the depression. 
 
Memoir: Born a Crime by Trevor Noah is about 
the life of a man born in South Africa during 
apartheid, when being biracial was illegal. Noah is 
currently a comedian In the States. 
 
Where the Crawdads Sing by Della Owens has 
likely been enjoyed by many of you already; 10 
million copies have been sold to date.  It is a story 
of a young woman and combines adventure, 
murder, suspense and romance.  Set in North 
Carolina, it ends in 1969.  
 
The Nightingale by Kristen Hannah 
takes place during WWII and focuses 
on two sisters in France, one who was 
forced to host Nazi soldiers, and the 
other who joined the resistance.  The 
book is being made into a movie 
which Is scheduled to come out just 
before Christmas in 2022. 
 
Donna also had suggestions for books for 
children.  These will be of particular interest to 
DKG members who have children or 
grandchildren, or who are wanting to buy a book 
as a gift for a young person. 
 
Last Stop on Market Street by Matt de la Pena is 
an award-winning book for young children 
(Newberry Medal, Caldecott Honor and Coretta 
Scott King Honor) in which the last stop on the 
bus is at a food kitchen where the boy and his 
Nana help in the neighborhood by dishing out 
food. 
 
The I Survived Series by Lauren Tarshis 
comprises a number of books, all based on 
American history.  The beginning of each relates a 

real-life event, the middle is a novel, and the 
ending summarizes how the real-life event 
finished.  This is Donna’s recommendation for a 
chapter book. 
 
Refugee by Alan Gratz tells three stories of 
refugees over time.  In the first, a Jewish boy and 
his family are on a ship from Germany to Cuba in 
the 1930’s.  In the second, a Cuban girl and her 
family escape from Cuba to the States in 1994.  In 
the third, a Syrian boy and his family walk across 
Europe to reach safety in Germany in 2015. 
Donna suggests this book for middle school 
readers. 
 
Memoir: Warriors Don’t Cry by Melba Patillo 
Beals tells the story of integration in the high 
school in Little Rock, Arkansas.  It deals with the 
whole school year, not just the first day of school 
we all saw on our TV news.  The nine students 
were each placed in a separate class, which 
totally isolated them. The book does talk about the 
support they received from their families and from 
two white students.  There are abridged and 
unabridged versions of this book, so it would be 
suitable for a wide range of ages. 
 
The Book Thief by Markus Zuzak is Donna’s 
choice for high school students.  She said she has 
taught the book to students in grade eight. A 
foster child, a girl, steals a book (the first of many 
she steals) and her foster father teaches her how 
to read.  The story is set in Nazi Germany with its 
public book burnings, but there are scenes 
throughout of reading and writing.  The family 
hides Max, a Jewish man, in their home and there 
is some romantic interest with a neighborhood 
boy, Rudy.  A movie was made several years ago, 
which I also enjoyed. 
 
Donna’s final choice was the book which won the 
DKG Educator’s Book Award this year, Trauma 
Doesn’t Stop at the School House Door: 
Strategies and Solutions for Educators, Pre-K 
to College by Karen Gross.  The book talks about 
a variety of traumas, including adverse childhood 
experiences, school shootings and Covid-19.  It 
also presents strategies for helping children and 
young adults deal with past trauma.  I have asked 
my local library to purchase a copy of the book. 
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Chapter Presidents’ Reports 

 
 Alpha – Cathy Schultz and Ruth Gleave 
 
Our theme for Alpha Chapter this year is 
Helping Teachers.  We have been collecting 
items which beginning or returning teachers 
can use.  We are starting this year by having 
Maya Morrison, the Edwin Parr award winner, 
attend a chapter meeting.  She will be 
presented with a basket.  We will continue to 
collect items to put in baskets to present to 
other select teachers. 
 
Our September planning meeting is usually a 
potluck.  With the COVID situation, we decided 
to have members bring their own box lunch.  It 
was great to get together in person and to 
meet with members we had not seen for many 
months.  
  
Ashley Matheson, a recent Education 
graduate, attended our September meeting.  
As she will be subbing, she was presented 
with a bag of items which might be helpful for 
a substitute teacher.  Two other new teachers 
are scheduled to attend our October meeting, 
which is currently scheduled to be in person.  
If this changes, they will be invited to attend 
our Zoom meeting, and we will find a way to 
get bags to them. 
 
While not finalized, some of our topics for the 
year may include True Colours, Inclusion 
Legislation, Social Issues, Personal Growth 
topics, World Fellowship, International 
Women’s Day, and Regain Your Brain.  
 It looks like the new COVID restrictions will 
mean that we will have to ask scheduled guest 
speakers to join us on Zoom for the next 
couple of months.  If things change by 
December, we will go ahead with our 
Christmas Pot Luck at the Prima Villas 1 
Amenities Building. 
 
We have a great year planned, and we will 
adapt to meet changing situations. 
 
 

 
Beta Chapter– Martha Faulkner 
 
Beta Chapter has 52 Active members and 2 
Reserve members. We held an orientation 
meeting for new members on September 7, 
2021. The proposed new members were 
presented to the membership at the 
September 21, 2021, chapter meeting for 
approval. Approval was given to the slate of 
new members and an induction ceremony is 
planned for November 20, 2021, when we, 
hopefully, will be able to meet in person. 
Our program areas of focus for 2021-2022 are:  
(1) Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion  
(2) Mental Health                                  
(3) Research in Education  
(4) Indigenous Issues 
 
Our September and October meetings will be 
held via Zoom. Thereafter, we will meet in-
person if health conditions/restrictions permit. 
In October, the Chapter Rules Committee will 
present an updated version for membership 
approval. This has been major work over the 
past year as the chapter document had not 
been reviewed since 2014. 
In December we have planned a Christmas 
celebration at a member’s home. Our 
Founders’ meeting will be held on May 25, 
2122, at the HeatherGlen Golf Club. 
 
Our Communications chair has been very 
busy preparing a new member directory with 
photos and induction dates included. Our first 
newsletter, Beta Buzz, has been sent out to 
members. 
Our biographer has recently prepared two 
more member biographies for our chapter 
collection. 
We will continue our partnership with Ambrose 
University to support student teachers through 
a mentorship program. 
 
Our University of Calgary DKG Beta Society 
Award recipient, Erika Born, will be invited to 
attend our celebrations and induction 
ceremony at the November meeting. Erika is a 
BEd (Secondary Science) and BSc (Natural 
Sciences) fifth year student in this concurrent 
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program. Upon graduation, she hopes to 
pursue a career as a Secondary Math and 
Science teacher.  
 
Our World Fellowship student, Isbel Gonzales, 
will also be invited to attend this celebratory 
meeting. Isbel is from Cuba and is attending U 
of C as a doctoral student studying bone and 
breast cancer metastasis prevention.  
We look forward to an exciting year ahead! 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
Eta – Jill Usher and Bonnie Edgecombe 
 

• In May our members were informed of 
dues and asked to state their intention 
for the coming year. All but five of our 
members elected to continue.  

o We have welcomed one 
returning member, so 
membership count stands at 48.  

• Our final meeting of the 2020/21 DKG 
year was held by Zoom June 27th.  
Several practicing teacher members 
provided a powerful and illuminating 
presentation on the trials and rewards 
of teaching in the year of COVID.  

• Executive and events planning 
committee met in August to discuss 
parameters for meetings and 
suggestions for events for the upcoming 
year. 

o Decided we would plan for as 
many face-to-face meetings as possible 
with the fallback of using Zoom when 
restrictions were in place or comfort level 
low for in-person meetings.  

o Goal is still to provide events to 
members focusing on personal growth, 
fellowship and service. 

Some proposed events for the 2021/22 year 
include: 

• Book club event featuring the book 
Unveiled Truth: Lessons I Learned 
Leading the International School of 
Kabul by Gail Goolsky, DKG member 
from Wichita Kansas, Winner of the 
2020 DKG Educator’s Award 

• an introduction to brush pen lettering 
• Group participation and discussion of 

the U of A course Indigenous Canada, 
a free open on-line course that explores 
Indigenous histories and contemporary 
issues in Canada.     

• outdoor events such as river valley 
walks or hike  

• newly re-opened Muttart Conservatory 
informal tour and lunch 

• Fort Edmonton informal tour and lunch 
business meeting 

• Wellness and Mental health session 

We will continue to support: 
• Sherwood Park Women’s Shelter 
• new Canadian project, ARTSCAN 

CIRCLE 
• World Fellowship 
• Schools for Africa 
• Early educators 
• DKG provincial/regional events should 

they be allowed to proceed – Joint 
Chapter Breakfast, Author’s Breakfast, 
Founder’s Day    

Our first virtual Zoom business meeting will 
take place on September 27th. Members will:  

• Confirm events for the year 
• Accept proposed budget 
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Gamma Chapter– Lorna Berlinguette and  
                                      Barb Jonsson 
 
Having Co-President leadership works very 
well. Barb Jonsson chairs meetings and I do 
more of the organizational stuff. We seem to 
just each pick up loose ends. In other words, it 
flows seamlessly. 
 
In June and August, we had outdoor wrap-up 
and planning meetings at the home of Lorna 
Berlinguette, bringing our own food and eating 
in the garden. The weather cooperated 
beautifully.  In September we were to do the 
same but the 4th wave of COVID took 
precedence, so we zoomed it.  Marjorie 
Sinclair, our Area Representative for Canada, 
sat in on the meeting. After we finished plans 
for the year, she spoke to a power point which 
she made on how to access the International 
Website. It was wonderful - so informative and 
clear. 
 
For the fall, we will show an excellent webinar 
on systemic racism, sponsored by Inter Pares. 
The two Black Canadian women from Quebec 
first presented it during Black History Month 
last February.  (You are welcome to get the 
link from me - we have permission. I hope you 
do.)  
 
In November Eta will host the Joint “Breakfast 
(?)” and in December we will support Wings of 
Providence.   
 
February 5 brings our annual Author’s 
Breakfast with Ted Bishop speaking on “The 
Social Life of Ink,” either live at Robertson-
Wesley United Church or on zoom.   
 
We are hoping to have AMA speak on the pros 
and cons of electric cars and take a tour of the 
new Edmonton Public Library to see the 
making of artificial 3-D items. We will host 
Founder’s Day on May 7.   
We hope to see you then and in February 
(either in person or by zoom depending on the 
climate of the day.) 
 

SOME DATES TO REMEMBER: 
November 1, 2021: Educational Foundation 

Cornetet CSPD applications due 
(seminar) 

November 1, 2021: Educational Foundation 
Cornetet CIPD applications due 
(individual) 

November 20, 2021: Joint Breakfast (Eta) -
pending COVID restrictions 

December 1, 2021: Golden Gift will not be 
accepting any applications this year 
(COVID) 

December 15, 2021: Bulletin: Collegial 
Exchange submissions 

January 29, 2022: Winter DKG Executive 
Board meeting (Zoom) 

February 1, 2022: Scholarship applications 
due to International 

February 5, 2022, Author’s Breakfast (Gamma 
Chapter) 10 to 12:00 at Robertson-
Wesley United Church (Zoom). The 
speaker is Ted Bishop who wrote "The 
Social Life of Ink" as well as a book  on 
golf and motor bikes. 

        February 15, 2022: Arts and Humanities 
    submissions for the Spring Gallery 

March 1, 2022: International Achievement 
Award Recommendations 

March 1, 2022: Educational 
Foundation Project 
applications due 

March 1, 2022: Bulletin: 
Journal submission 

March 30, 2022: DKG 
Alberta Doreen E. 
Cohen Scholarship applications due   

April 30, 2022: Names for dissertation 
recognition due 

May 7, 2022:  Founders’ Day North (Gamma)  
May 25, 2022: Founders’ Day South (Beta)  
June 1, 2022:  Arts and Humanities 

submissions for the Gallery 
July 15, 2022: Chapter treasurers submit 

annual report 
May 1, 2022: Educational Foundation 

Cornetet CIPD applications due 
(individual) 
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DKG Alberta  Presidents 

Anne Clifford & Sheila MacKay 
 
“Our Journey Together: Resiliency, Renewal, Revitalization” 
  
Here in Alberta, we had an Orientation Session on September 11, 2021, at 10:00am via Zoom. The 
DKG Alberta Executive Board members, Chapter Presidents and Committee members were 
present. 
  
The Executive Board meeting was held on September 25, 2021 via Zoom. There were 22 
members present and 8 absent. Marjorie Sinclair was the special guest. She is the Area 
Representative for Canada on the International DKG Administrative Board. She thanked us for the 
articles we submitted to the Newsletter and appreciates all the encouragement and support she 
has received from Alberta members. Ruth Gleave (Alpha) did the Inspiration, “Things to remember 
when going through tough times”. 
 
Some items discussed at the Board meeting were Alberta Achievement pins, depository of old 
pins, the Scholarship fee, and a “leadership and wellness” event in August. A new ad hoc 
committee was struck - The Social Media Committee. It will cover new platforms of social media. 
 
Our theme for the 2021-2023 biennium is, “Our Journey Together: Resiliency, Renewal, 
Revitalization”. At the Leadership Training for Presidents this past summer in Atlanta, GA, 
International President Becky Sadowski reviewed a book titled, The Will to Govern Well:  Knowledge, 
Trust, and Nimbleness. This book is about resiliency, renewal, and revitalization. We must be nimble 
and flexible for renewal and revitalization to happen. To renew and revitalize, we need to be resilient. 
President Becky’s article in the current issue of DKG News, titled "DKG--a Journey of a Lifetime,” 
reinforces this theme.  From the hardships of the past year, how can we go forward to promote our 
professional and personal growth and our pursuit of excellence in education?  
 
Over the next year, we encourage you to reflect upon the Society’s mission of promoting 
professional and personal growth for women educators and excellence in education.  
 
Autumn is a wonderful season. It is the season of cooler weather with warm days and cold crisp  
nights. The beauty is indescribable with the leaves turning to red, orange, and yellow. It is also the 
season of Thanksgiving. The harvests have been reaped; the food has been preserved. We have 
much for which we must be thankful. 
 
We wish you a happy autumn  and a most rewarding, successful, and enjoyable biennium in DKG!  
 

Excerpt from  An Autumn Evening        By Lucy Maud Montgomery 

Dark hills against a hollow crocus sky 

Scarfed with its crimson pennons, and below 

The dome of sunset long, hushed valleys lie 

Cradling the twilight, where the lone winds blow 

And wake among the harps of leafless trees 

Fantastic runes and mournful melodies. 
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COMMITTEE REPORTS: SOCIETY 

BUSINESS 
 
Communications & Marketing – Heather Hill 
 
This group is composed of Edna Dach, who is 
our webmaster, and newsletter co-editors 
Alice Halvorsen and Heather Hill. 
 
The website is located at the following URL:  
http://www.dkg-zeta.ab.ca/ 
It contains the following information: 

• Message from our President 
• Benefits of Belonging to The Delta 

Kappa Gamma Society International 
• How to Join 
• DKG Mission and Vision 
• Purposes 
• Contact Us information 
• Alberta Executive 
• History 
• Organization 
• Leadership Development 
• Committees 
• Resources and Links 
• Newsletters 
• Standing Rules and Bylaws 
• Announcements and  
• Photos 

 
Each year the webmaster must ensure that the 
website is compliant with the process and 
rules outlined by the national organization.  
Although not asked for yet I will ensure that 
our website meets the necessary criteria to 
meet the compliance as set out by 
International. 
 
 
 
 
 
The DKG Alberta newsletter co-editors work 
together to produce three newsletters per 
year, then print, mail and/or email the 
newsletters, and report to the DKG Alberta 
Executive. 
  

The deadline dates for submissions are as 
follows: 
 
Fall issue - submissions to Heather Hill before 
October 19/21 
Winter issue - submissions to Heather Hill by 
one week following the winter DKG AB 
Executive meeting 
Spring issue - submissions to Heather Hill by 
March 31/22 
 
Photographs and articles for the newsletter are 
always appreciated. 
 
Bylaws/ Rules – Cynthia Moore 
 
The Constitution - Bylaws/Rules Committee, 
although according to our governing 
documents is to consist of four members, has 
eight members this biennium representing 
three DKG Alberta Chapters, including our two 
co-presidents. 
Thank you, Alice Halvorsen (Alpha), Dr. 
Shirley Machura (Alpha), Sherrie MacRae and 
Betty Rose (Beta/Calgary), who served on the 
committee last biennium and welcome to 
Sherri Eichhorn (Gamma) who has 
volunteered to join the committee.  
DKG Alberta State Organization Bylaws and 
Standing Rules (Revised 2021) were approved 
by the members at the DKG Alberta Spring 
Conference/AGM, April 24, 2021. The 
approved bylaws were sent to the International 
Constitution Committee, July 5, 2021, for their 
review.  
The committee will be meeting virtually in 
October:  
- to create committee goals for 2021-2023, 
using the SMART Goals format the DKG 
International Committees are using this 
biennium (SMART Goals attached) 
- to review “all proposals for amending the 
DKG Alberta Bylaws and the DKG Alberta 
Standing Rules” and, yes, we have received 
some proposals to review! 
- to prepare the edits/amendments to present 
at the January Executive Board Meeting for 
approval “to publish proposed changes no 
later than the March 2023 issue of the DKG 
Alberta News” and to present the approved 
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proposals to the DKG Alberta 2023 convention 
for approval by the members.   
 
2021-2023 members of the Constitution – 
Bylaws/Rules: 
Cynthia Moore, Chair – Beta 
Alice Halvorsen, Co- Editor – Alpha 
Sherri Eichhorn – Gamma  
Dr. Shirley Machura, Parliamentarian – Alpha 
Sherrie MacRae – Beta 
Betty Rose – Beta 
Anne Clifford, Co-President – Alpha (ex officio) 
Sheila MacKay, Co-President – Alpha (ex 
officio) 
 
Finance – Sylvia Duffus 
 
The Financial Statement for 
the 2020-2021 year has 
been completed and audited. Membership 
dues and donations have been received from 
Chapter Treasurers by the end of June 2021 
and the portion of the same, owed to DKG 
International, transferred via Bank Draft. 
The Finance Committee met in person on July 
8, 2021 to review the Financial Statement and 
prepare a budget for the 2021-2022 fiscal 
year. 
It was necessary for signing authorities at the 
Credit Union be changed to reflect the addition 
of two new Co-Presidents and to remove the 
name of the previous President.  
 
 
 Leadership Development – 
 Lorna Berlinguette (North)  
Sherrie MacRae (South) 
 
The Leadership Chairs met September 18th on 
Zoom to explore possibilities for a 2022 
leadership event.  Cynthia Moore was included 
to share what had been in the planning stages 
for a DKG wellness themed event in the 
summer of 2020 in Kimberley, B.C. 
 
Purpose:  It was felt that a melding of the 
themes of wellness and leadership could be 
explored. 
Audience:  DKG Alberta members and invite 
non-members, friends.   Possible attendance 
of 30-50. 

Time:   Suggestion - the first weekend in 
August 2022. (August 5, 6 and/or7). Would we 
want more than a one day event? 
Location/Venue:  suggestions were made 
such as Canmore, Waterton, Nakoda Lodge, 
Red Deer, Kimberley … 
Funding:  explore grants DKGIEF, 
sponsorships, donations …     Information to 
be sought from Quebec State Organization 
who held a wellness event.   
Costs: a budget will need to be developed/ 
what has been budgeted for this event? 
Speakers/Presenters – Kerry Black (Beta 
Chapter) has been confirmed.  Other names 
have been suggested as possible presenters. 
 
 
Membership – Lesley McDevitt 
 
I attended, virtually, the International 
Conventions in both Portland and San 
Antonio. I also attended, virtually, the weekend 
Leadership training in Atlanta. Membership 
numbers at the International level have 
dropped drastically in the last 20 years, from 
106,837 in 2009 to 63,341 in 2020. Our 
numbers in Alberta have remained almost the 
same, from 149 in 2011/12 to 148 in 2019/20. 
 
Nita Scott from Headquarters has challenged 
every member to get one new member. We 
should actively seek out members of multi 
generational age groups, diverse ethnicity and 
different educational backgrounds and 
experiences.  
 
DKG International members are in 17 
countries and 5 regions, and we have 77 State 
organizations and 2100 chapters.  
 
At the Membership Leadership training 
sessions, we spent a lot of time navigating the 
DKG website. It’s an excellent resource and all 
members are encouraged to explore it. 
 
My role as Alberta Membership Chair is to act 
as a liaison between our chapters and 
International. Please reach out to me if you 
have any questions or ideas about 
membership. 
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Nominations – Elaine Whitford 
 
In compliance with the newly revised Bylaws 
and Standing Rules the Nominations 
Committee has four elected members, one 
from each of the four chapters, as follows: 
 Dr. Shirley Machura  Alpha 
 Martha Faulkner  Beta 
 Lori Rand   Gamma 
 Elaine Whitford (Chair) Eta 
 
Although the bulk of the work of the 
Nominations Committee will be during the 
2022-23 term, committee members are 
already thinking about individuals who might 
be excellent in each of the four officer 
positions for the 2023-2025 biennium. 
 
Past President – Elaine Whitford 
 
A role of the past president is to present the 
president’s pin to the new president.  With our 
first provincial executive meeting being virtual 
rather than in-person, the date for this 
presentation has been discussed with Anne 
Clifford.  She is to indicate a time/event at 
which she would like to have her pin 
presented. 
 
 

 
SOCIETY MISSION AND PURPOSES 

 
Educational Excellence Committee 
Chair, Educational Excellence –  
Barbara Jonsson 
 
As First Vice President, I contacted the 
Presidents of Alberta Chapters- Alpha, Beta, 
Eta and Gamma. Each Chapter is preparing its 
program for the year, striving to plan 
programming that members will attend and 
hopefully retain members, as well as 
encouraging members to invite prospective 
members to the meetings. The Presidents of 
the Alberta Chapters will work together to plan 
a conference/seminar in August 2022; we will 
work with Leadership to plan this event. Input 
will be requested at the Fall 
Provincial Executive Meeting. The Chapter 
Presidents will discuss plans in 2022 for the 
2023 Convention. 
 
Excellence in Education comprises a number 
of areas of work- Each is led by a Chair and 
committee members add to the work in 
progress. Areas of work include: 
 
Supporting Early Education - Each Chapter 
prepares a report providing information on 
ways their members support young educators, 
for example- supportive phone 
calls/cards/emails, baskets of useful items, 
prepare a bulletin board, “shadow” an 
educator, and book donations 
 
International Educator's Foundation - 
Awards of interest and deadlines on website; 
support for any member wishing to make a 
grant application 
 
Arts and Humanities - Members encouraged 
to submit creative work to the Gallery ( 
paintings, photos, writings, sculptures, crafts, 
films, etc.) 
 
Canada Project - Arts Can Circle project will 
be ending soon; new project proposals are 
welcome 
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Delta Kappa Gamma and United Nations - 
Contains lessons and books for children, 
presentations, purchases can be made at UN 
Bookstore 
 
Schools for Africa - Good contributions from 
Alberta members - ten year anniversary 
 
Music - Encouraging Music at Provincial and 
Chapter levels- Provincial Chair has excellent 
knowledge of Music and shares regularly 
 
I look forward to working in my position and 
having contact with Chapter Presidents and 
Chairs of Areas of Work for Education in 
Excellence. I received an email from Yvonne 
Gatley, International EEC and NW Regional 
Representative and plan to communicate with 
her. 
 
 

 
 

Supporting Early-
Career Educators 
(SEE) 

       Sharon Retallack 
 
Goals of the Alberta SEE committee: 
• Contact each chapter to review their SEE program 
• Set up a zoom meeting with the Alberta  

SEE committee and reps from all Alberta 
chapters 

• Create a plan for finding early educators  
and selecting candidates  

• Create a plan for supporting early  
educators in the classroom  

• Create a plan for supporting the  
wellness of early educators  

• Create a professional development 
 program in meetings which would attract 
 early educators to become members  

• Create an awareness of all the benefits  
of building to DKG  

• Invite SEE candidates to membership  
meetings  

• Provide opportunities for luncheons and  
gatherings with SEE teachers to  
connect with members and build up  
a network of young teachers within 
DKG and scholarship recipients.   

This is dependent on COVID restrictions, 
• Investigate mentorship programs with  

educational institutions to build  
relationships with student teachers 

• Look to actualize SEE initiatives from the 
 Gamma Gamma Chapter in Illinois  
into the SEE and membership  
program of local chapters 

 
Initiatives from the Gamma Gamma chapter  
in Illinois: 
These initiatives were discussed with 
 members from the Gamma Gamma  
chapter in Illinois and members from the 
 Beta chapter in Calgary in February 2021.  
 Some of the initiatives cannot be applied at  
this time due to COVID while others could  
not be implemented due to different rules  
in our education system in Alberta.  The  
following are examples of things that could be 
actualized in Alberta. 
 
• Mentoring program - work with educational 

institutions to set up a mentoring  
program with student teachers and  
DKG members 

• Contact - invite student teachers to 
 meetings for professional  
development sessions and other 
 social gatherings to meet members  
and build up a network with early  
educators in DKG and the SEE  
program.  Constant contact is  
essential through cards, coffee and other 
social gatherings to build relationships. 

• Collegiate membership - offer  
membership to student teachers  
making them aware of the benefits  
of belonging to DKG 

• Scholarships and Book Stipends –  
 $1500 scholarship and $200 book  
stipend for students in the Faculty 
 of Education. A criterion is set up to  
select candidates.  Money is raised 
 through a variety of fund-raising 
 projects. 

• Donations to Schools - where SEE 
 teachers are teaching e.g. gift  
basket for school event as a  
means of advertising DKG 
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International Education Foundation Liaison 
– Debbie Johnston 
 
Below is the information that I sent out to each 
of the Chapter Presidents in August.   It is  
important that everyone on the executive knows 
which funds are available to us.  There are funds 
that both chapters and individuals can apply for, 
both for Professional Development and Projects.  
Cornetet Awards, Educational Projects, Educator 
Award, International Speakers!, Scholarship, 
World Fellowship, Emergency, ETH Leadership 
and Golden Gift all fall under this umbrella.  
The fund is supported by the generous 
contributions from the Society, members, 
states, chapters, and friends so it is there to 
help us with our work in carrying out the 
mission and purposes of DKG.  
 
I have listed the Awards that I feel our 
members could benefit from by applying.  
They are all listed on the website under 
DKGIEF - Funds and you can find the 
application forms there.  
 
 
Cornetet Individual Professional 
Development Award (CIPD)  
" Will fund participation in conferences, 

seminars, lecture series, online 
courses, and workshops plus other non-
degree programs to employed 
educators who meet the stated         
professional development definition.  

" Applications will only be considered if 
submitted electronically on or before the 
dates of November 1, 2021 and May 1, 
2022 

 

Cornetet Seminar Professional 
Development Award (CSPD) 
" Are granted to sponsor professional 

development seminars.  Regions, 
areas, and state organizations of the 
DKG may apply for a Seminar Award to 
assist in providing professional 
development opportunities for 
educators in their locale. 

• Chapters and individuals may not apply. 
" Applications will only be considered if 

submitted electronically on or before the 
date of  November 1 of each calendar 
year.   

 
Educational Project Award 
" Projects Grant may be applied for to 

support and encourage projects. 
" Deadline is March 1 of each year 
" Any project leader may apply. 

Applicants need not be members of DKG 
" The project must comply with one or 

more of the following Purposes and the 
Mission Statement,  
" support and encourage 

intercultural understanding 
" encourage standards of 

excellence in education and/or 
" assist and cooperate with 

schools, colleges, universities 
and other persons 

 organizations, trust funds, or 
foundations in support, encouragement and  
 improvement of education 
 
More detailed information and application 
forms are available at the DKG website 
www.dkg.org under DKGIEF. 
 
 
 
 
 
Arts and Humanities Liaison –  
Cynthia Clarke 
 
As a liaison for this Jury, I continue to ensure 
that all members in Alberta know of the 
deadlines for submitting their art endeavors to 
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be considered for display in the Arts & 
Humanities Gallery. 
Submission dates are: January 15 - February 
15   and August 15 - September 15   of each 
year. 
 
To this date I have not been made aware of 
any submissions for this period but some 
members do apply independently using the 
directions as outlined on the DKG website 
 
I will continue to suggest that the Presidents of 
each Chapter encourage their members to 
take advantage of this opportunity to share 
their talents and interests for all to enjoy. 
Hopefully, if more members in Zeta Province 
do participate, we could all learn more about 
our members in Alberta and appreciate the 
wealth of talent I believe is out there! 
 
I will also continue to encourage anyone I 
know or hear of, to take up the challenge and 
submit their work and  I will gladly help with 
the submission form, if needed. 
 
 

 
 
 
Canadian Project – 
 Bonnie Edgecombe 

 
Canadian DKG members voted 

to extend our support of ArtsCan Circle for a 
second term. ArtsCan Circle’s mission 
statement reads “To confront the multiple 
realities and inequalities facing First 
Nations, Innu, Inuit and Métis youth in 
remote, Northern communities. To convey 
one clear message to the youth: You are 
valued and your voices are important.   
 
ArtsCan Circle is committed to the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission (TRC) Call to 
Action #83, “A strategy for indigenous and 
non-indigenous artists to undertake 
collaborative projects and produce works that 
contribute to the reconciliation process.”   
 
To date ArtsCan Circle has distributed 50 000 
harmonicas, has visited 16 northern Canadian 

communities, and has impacted the lives of 
over 10 000 children.  The organization has 
continued to have an impact even during the 
pandemic.  Since the pandemic there have 
been 44 virtual workshops and 32 in-person 
workshops, impacting 5 000 youths.  As well, 
34 instruments and artistic tools have been 
shipped.  
 
Last year Canadian members donated $3,783 
with DKG Alberta donating $786. We are 
hoping that Alberta chapters and members 
continue to support this worthy organization. 
Members are reminded that they can get 
updated information on the organization by 
visiting https://arscancircle.ca . 
 
 
UN Liaison - Marg Brucker 
 
Due to  COVID activities 
CTAUN (the committee on 
Teaching UN CTAUN) has 
limited new news. 
CTAUN is an independent organization that 
holds events for teachers and students. 
In January 2021, a hosted webinar about the 
UN and Indigenous People was available. 
You can find it on DKG@UN on your 
computer, and via ZOOM on the internet. 
 
Check the  Newsletter on the DKG@UN site, 
which will be coming out with new topics to 
study. Go to teaching.org to find the newest 
activities. You will likely find references on a 
new topic and lesson plans and more 
resources related to COVID-19. 
 
 
 

Music – Tannis Helmcken  
 
Music has always been an integral part of Delta 
Kappa Gamma. 
 
The role and purpose of the Alberta Province 
Music chair is to promote the use of music at 
the provincial and chapter levels to enhance 
appreciation of the Society’s goals while giving 
dignity and beauty to our programs as well as 
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increasing the enjoyment and fellowship of 
those members in attendance. 
 
The duty of the Music chair is to promote the 
use of music as an integral part of programming 
with the goal being to ensure that the legacy of 
our Founders’ love of music lives on. 
 
The plan is to continue sharing music in 
creative ways at our executive meetings, 
provincial conferences & conventions, and at 
the local chapter meetings. As Music chair I will 
keep in touch with chapter presidents and 
music chairs to share ideas, repertoire, and 
resources, stay up to date with Society music 
business, and work with the Spring 2022 Spring 
Conference planning committee. 
 

 
Schools for Africa 
Liaison – Julie Kovatch 
 
Our Delta Kappa 
Gamma chapter in 
Calgary has continued 
to support this initiative 
through the Covid 19 

pandemic, although we have been unable to 
meet in person. Generous donations from our 
members have been made at the same time 
as yearly membership dues have been 
collected. The following is a summary of what 
our donations are being used for: 
 
Schools for Africa is building and 
rehabilitating nearly 1,000 schools, training 
almost 100,000 teachers, providing school 
supplies, and ensuring that schools have 
safe drinking water, as well as separate 
bathrooms for boys and girls. 

With DKG's help, Schools for Africa is 
creating schools that serve as a protective 
environment for the children who need it 
most, with a special emphasis on girls, 
orphans, and children living in extreme 
poverty.  

 

World Fellowship – Dr. Adriana Fishta-Bejko 
(South) and Jeannie Sargent (North) 
 
South:  Alberta South WF committee has kept 
in touch with the recipients to see how they 
are doing during these pandemic times.  All of 
them are doing well. The 2019-2020 recipient, 
YangYang Fang 
defended her dissertation 
in July. The other 
recipient (2020-2021) is 
Ms. Ivette Menendez 
from Cuba and she is 
doing her Ph. D. in 
Microbiology at the 
school of Graduate 
Studies at U of C. She has stayed in Calgary 
and the family is doing well.  
 
The new recipient (2021-2022) is Isbel 
Gonzales (Cuba) who is working on her 
doctorate in bone and breast cancer 
metastasis prevention. The applicant is from 
Cuba, all her life she has been curious in 
science, molecular biology, immune stimulated 
to fight cancer. She graduated Summa Cum 
Laude in Cuba.  
 
Also, we have received the new (revised) 
application form for 2022-2023.  I have 
contacted the Graduate Studies department at 
U of C and we are planning a zoom meeting 
with the interested candidates the first week of 
November.  We are grateful that the 
International WF Committee is asking that 
everything be done on line this year. 
 
North: The World Fellowship Fund was 
established to provide opportunities for 
international women to pursue graduate 
studies in Canada and the United 
States.  Students must be registered in a 
Master's or Doctoral program at one of our 
universities, and not be a resident of Canada 
or the United States. They are eligible for a 
$4000 scholarship and must plan to return to 
their home country. After our analysis of their 
applications, selected ones are forwarded to 
Austin where final decisions are made.  
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Our student at the U. of A., Neelam Punjani, 
working on a Ph. D. in Nursing, had her 
scholarship extended one year. She 
thanks DKG for all our support for her study.  
 
Applications for this year at the U. of A. were 
not successful.  We now move on to receiving 
applications for next year. 
 
Scholarships – Betty Rose 
 
The Doreen E. Cohen DKG 
Alberta Scholarships and 
Educational Grants are available to all 
members of DKG Alberta.  There are three 
categories, outlined as follows: 
 

§ Category 1 – Scholarship  
 Amount: $2,000   
 

Criteria: Applicant must be enrolled in an 
accredited educational institution, working 
toward a postgraduate degree, diploma or 
certificate in their field of study. Additional 
criteria and requirements are outlined on the 
application form.  
Application deadline - March 30, 2022 
 

§ Category 2 – Scholarship 
 Amount: Up to $2,000 
 

Criteria:  Applicant must be registered at an 
accredited institution, pursuing an area of 
special interest, e.g., early childhood 
education language training (ESL and FSL) or 
technical training, e.g., computer courses, 
publishing, digital photography at an 
accredited institution. Additional criteria and 
requirements are outlined on the application 
form. 
Application deadline - March 30, 2022 
 

§ Category 3 - Educational Grants 3.1 
and 3.2: Amount: Up to $200 per grant 

§  
The intent of Categories 3.1 and 3.2 is to 
provide DKG Alberta members with the 
opportunity to request funds of up to $200 to 
attend professional conferences and 
conventions: 

 3.1. To attend a DKG International 
convention/conference/workshop/training 
 3.2 To attend a professional 
conference/convention/workshop/training, 
excluding DKG meetings  
Additional requirements for 3.1 and 3.2:  No 
later than forty (40) days from the end of the 
convention/conference/workshop/training 
attended, the applicant must submit:  

a} eligible receipts (registration, 
accommodation, travel) to the DKG 
Alberta    Treasurer 

 b} questionnaire responses and a 100-   
 word article to be published in the DKG 
 Alberta News 
 
Application deadline for Educational Grants 
3.1 and 3.2 - sixty (60) days prior to the first 
day of the DKG International 
convention/conference/workshop/training 
 
Application forms for the Doreen E. Cohen 
DKG Alberta Scholarships and Educational 
Grants may be accessed on the DKG Alberta 
website or by request from the DKG Alberta 
Scholarship Committee.   
 
Mail or email applications to Betty Rose, Chair, 
Scholarship Committee. Email: 
bettymrose@shaw.ca Mailing address: 4952 
Viceroy Drive NW Calgary, AB T3A 0V4. 
 
In 2021, nine applicants were eligible to 
receive a $100 educational grant in the 3.1 
Educational Grant category.  Articles 
submitted following the 2021 International 
Conference in San Antonio will be published in 
the DKG Alberta News. 
 
Historian/Archivist – Wendy Polhill 
 
Materials organized and ready for the 
Archives: 

• Alpha Chapter: Biographies of 
Past Alpha Chapter Members 

• Provincial Membership Cards 
Recorded by Doreen E. Cohen 

• Alpha Chapter: Tools for Schools 
Research 
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• Helen Skirrow’s 
records/photographs of her time 
as Canadian Area 
Representative 

Materials organized but needing more 
materials/attention: 

• DKG ALBERTA 2019-2021 
• DKG ALBERTA 2017-2019 
• DKG ALBERTA 2015-2017 
• Zeta Chapter History  

Request: 
All executive members, please download all of 
your DKG materials onto a flash drive to be 
passed along to the Archivist/Historian and/or 
email a copy of all your DKG materials to 
wpolhill@shaw.ca 
 If you have printed materials, please pass 
them along as well. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                       
 
 
       
 
                   Ram Falls, Alberta    
 
 
 
 
 
 

DKG Alberta Achievement Award 
Committee – Elaine Whitford 
 
This committee has been appointed by the 
DKG Alberta presidents, Sheila MacKay and 
Anne Clifford.  It is comprised of: 
 

Dr. Shirley Machura  Alpha 
 Martha Faulkner  Beta 
 Lori Rand   Gamma 
 Elaine Whitford (Chair) Eta 
 
In accordance with the Standing Rules, at 
least two of the members of the committee are 
also members of the provincial executive 
board.  Nominations will be solicited in the 
2022-2023 term, with the deadline for 
nominations for this award being February 15, 
2023.  As the nomination form, the criteria and 
the scoring rubric were all revised by the 
previous committee, it is anticipated that the 
same form will be used for this round of 
nominations. 
 

Cathy Schultz 
Adieu, dear friend 
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Area Representative for Canada (ARC) 2020-2022 
Marjorie Sinclair 

Greetings DKG Alberta Sisters,  
I want to wish you all the best on behalf of all the Canadian members 
as you gather to establish the goals for this biennium under the 
leadership of your co-presidents, Sheila MacKay and Anne Clifford. 

All of you are to be commended for stepping up into leadership positions. You have 
accepted the challenge and I look forward to hearing your voices on how DKG Alberta 
can continue with the goals set in the last biennium and include new goals of promoting 
DKG through social media and supporting early career educators.  
 
This is the last year of my biennium and it looks like I still won’t be travelling due to the 
pandemic. I have already requested from President Sadowski permission to use those 
funds allotted for travel for some keynote speakers during the year. If you have 
suggestions for topics you would be interested in learning about, please let Presidents 
MacKay and Clifford know and they can forward them to me.  
 
I had a busy July as Quebec President Dianea Carroll Phillips and I did a virtual 
presentation on behalf of the International Speakers Fund Committee to the attendees 
of the Portland, Oregon Conference. The following weekend was our Canadian Forum 
and I want to thank Sheila for her work as one of the recorders. I was thankful to have 
her expertise. It was rather relaxing after those busy weekends to just watch the San 
Antonio Conference virtually.  
 
In August I attended a special meeting called by President Sadowski to discuss the sale 
of the Austin headquarters. Information was sent to State Presidents. There are 
numerous artifacts in the building related to the early history of DKG and these required 
an archival committee to determine which items to keep and which to sell. The archival 
items will be housed at the Briscoe Center at the University of Texas where DKG 
began. Other items will be appraised and sold. The staff will be moving out of the 
building in February so this will be a busy time as they will still be working to support us. 
 
In November the Administrative Board will be meeting in Austin but it will have a hybrid 
format as I don’t think the board members outside the US will be travelling there. I have 
already indicated that I won’t be attending in person after they sent me an email the end 
of August that they had booked a hotel room for me. If there is an issue you want me to 
bring to the Board, please let me know in advance so I can bring it to the other 
Canadian presidents for their input.  
 
As the 4th wave of COVID crosses Canada, I hope everyone stays safe and well. I know 
we were hoping the coming year would bring a little more normalcy in our lives, but I 
think in our roles as leaders we need to recognize the challenges in keeping our 
members connected as many are suffering from Zoom fatigue. Perhaps now is the time 
to open the doors for our younger educators who are comfortable with technology but 
don’t have the time to attend meetings and are more vested in educational issues where 
they feel they can make a difference by informing the world around them. 


